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Crossword 15
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Across

1An assortment of bad credit used to buy (5,4)

5Sit back on the eastern shrubs (3)

8Roy is churning with 49 (5)

10.- (5,4)

11Out of patience with edam (7,3)

12P, by the foreign sound of it, for the boat (3)

14The noisy cow and a century for she sneaks (7)

16Sure to be at ease with the French one (7)

18Resit with the editor to fix the mistakes (2-5)

20K's to a certain degree (7)

21To begin with 20 across and one is the money 
code in Iceland (3)

23No garbling to take and mix with you (5,5)

27The ape is heard to be a war member (9)

28Mug, stick (3,2)

29Smithy left MIT because he felt like he could 
not socialise (3)

30Kes was confused with dad and led to a hasty 
flight (9)

Down

1The police or I speak to the Scotsmen, by way 
of speaking there (5)

2She is soon to be one part of two (5-2-2)

3Mother and fathers follow the turn of the artist 
on the fleets (7)

4The detective inspector is about to have an 
awful flu (7)

5Knotted the diet (4)

6Afters, he has no money to track the animal, so 
I heard (5)

7See bloomers, by the sound of them (8)

9It is more correct to say instead of uh-huh (3)

13I am going to go dutch before I grind here (4)

14A grim era about 2 down (8)

15Can be a strand, perhaps? (4)

17You'n I will form Edward in a noisy clothed 
manner (9)

19If acting in a state of 15 across or wraps after 
the priest (7)

20With 20 across you will get a lean bargain here 
(7)

22Listen, after a week, the fish are unable to 
control how they move (5)

246-7-9-10-11-12, what one is gone in short (3)

25For instance, spy with a sort of Paris (5)

26Have a weep for the stinger but kneel to praise, 
by the sound of it (4)


